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COLLECTION

‘Every new season is the start of a new story’

RenaM design brings to life a new collection inspired by creative
thinking and steered by the winds of change.
It begins with a mood, a thought, an inspiration and ends
up as a bespoke collection of indoor and outdoor 
lightweight furniture, accent pieces and home accessories.

The possibilities are endless when one dares to be different.
That’s the abiding principle that guides RenaM design from
concept to creation. Each artisanal piece is meticulously
thought through and then crafted by hand using an original mix
of materials, fabrics and colors. The collections are a medium
that reflects the RenaM design signature style.

SUMMER 2022



Like any relationship, the RenaM design 
summer collection is shaped and nurtured 
with love, care and attention. But it also 
takes quality materials in their purest form 
to ensure their natural beauty shines 
through. Ultimately, these aren't merely 
aesthetic, but authentic pieces that 
effortlessly cross over from industry into 
true art. 

Light-weight concrete with a mix of different 
materials used (Wood, Glass). A concrete
colored pigment gives it its vibrant colors 
and a final sealant coat is then applied as a 
final touch, making it built-to-last. To give it 
an aesthetic feel, each piece is then hand-
crafted with the use of a variety of 
textures. giving it depth and character. The 
RenaM design collection is known to beautify 
spaces without compromising on the 
environment. 

MATERIALS



INDOOR & OUTDOOR COLLECTIONS 



PRODUCT INFO
It is important to understand that concrete is a porous material 
and need to be treated as such.
To make it aesthetically pleasing , each piece is hand -crafted . It 
is a collection about summer vibes.
As it is used day by day, it will take a perfectly an imperfect look.
It is this aging and character that offers such a unique piece of 
concrete.
Concrete is a natural product and will behave like one.
Please remember to follow care instructions to extend the life 
of your gorgeous concrete furniture.

Care Instructions
Outdoor covers are a great way to protect your furniture. These 
covers are generally waterproof and UV-resistant. You can also 
cover your furniture with a plastic tarp or an old sheet. Any of 
these will at least keep dust and moisture off your furniture.

Product Name : Daybed
Reference : DBOC-RM-001
Product Info
This daybed comes in one size. The size is customizable upon request.
This item is by order. Request a quote for pricing .
You can email us on info@renam.com

DIMENSIONS

W 234 cm
D  141 cm
H  83 cm (Back Height)
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PRODUCT INFO
It is important to understand that concrete is a porous material 
and need to be treated as such.
To make it aesthetically pleasing , each piece is hand -crafted . It 
is a collection about summer vibes.
As it is used day by day, it will take a perfectly an imperfect look.
It is this aging and character that offers such a unique piece of 
concrete.
Concrete is a natural product and will behave like one.
Please remember to follow care instructions to extend the life 
of your gorgeous concrete furniture.
Care Instructions for outdoor use
Outdoor covers are a great way to protect your 
furniture. These covers are generally waterproof and 
UV-resistant. You can also cover your furniture with a 
plastic tarp or an old sheet. Any of these will at least 
keep dust and moisture off your furniture.
Care Instructions for indoor use
No chemicals to be used . Instead use a feather duster or a 
microfiber cloth to remove dust.
For the glass top, use soap and water.

Product Name : Dining Table
Reference : DIOC-RM-002
Product Info
This dining table comes in one size (height is customizable upon request)
Finishes : Textured Light-weight concrete
The top is back-painted glass . (The color chart is available for more color options)
For prints and colors, you can email us on info@renam.com
This item is by order .

DIMENSIONS

W 198 cm
D  150  cm
H   75  cm
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PRODUCT INFO
It is important to understand that concrete is a porous material 
and need to be treated as such.
To make it aesthetically pleasing , each piece is hand -crafted . It 
is a collection about summer vibes.
As it is used day by day, it will take a perfectly an imperfect look.
It is this aging and character that offers such a unique piece of 
concrete.
Concrete is a natural product and will behave like one.
Please remember to follow care instructions to extend the life 
of your gorgeous concrete furniture.

Care Instructions
A thorough dusting keeps your hand-painted concrete furniture 
clean.
No chemicals to be used . Instead use a feather duster or a 
microfiber cloth to remove dust.

Product Name : Ginger Table
Reference : AST-RM-001
Product Info
This accent table comes in one size. It comes in a variety of concrete finishes
The art work is customizable upon request .
The back-painted glass top is available in a variety of colors
Request a quote for pricing
This item is by order
You can email us on info@renam.com

DIMENSIONS

W  52 cm
D.  50 cm
H   40 cm
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PRODUCT INFO
It is important to understand that concrete is a porous material 
and need to be treated as such.
To make it aesthetically pleasing , each piece is hand -crafted . It 
is a collection about summer vibes.
As it is used day by day, it will take a perfectly an imperfect look.
It is this aging and character that offers such a unique piece of 
concrete.
Concrete is a natural product and will behave like one.
Please remember to follow care instructions to extend the life of 
your gorgeous concrete furniture.

Care Instructions
A thorough dusting keeps your colored concrete furniture clean.
No chemicals to be used . Instead use a feather duster or a 
microfiber cloth to remove dust.

Product Name : Stool 
Reference : SOC-RM-001
Product Info
This item is sold as a table (Wooden top) or a stool (Fabric cushion)
Finishes : Colored Light-weight concrete
The fabric is available in different colors upon request
This item is by order
You can email us on info@renam.com

DIMENSIONS

W 58 cm
D  40 cm
H  50 cm
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PRODUCT INFO
It is important to understand that concrete is a porous material 
and need to be treated as such.
To make it aesthetically pleasing , each piece is hand -crafted . It 
is a collection about summer vibes.
As it is used day by day, it will take a perfectly an imperfect look.
It is this aging and character that offers such a unique piece of 
concrete.
Concrete is a natural product and will behave like one.
Please remember to follow care instructions to extend the life 
of your gorgeous concrete furniture.

Care Instructions
A thorough dusting keeps your hand-painted concrete furniture 
clean.
No chemicals to be used . Instead use a feather duster or a 
microfiber cloth to remove dust.

Product Name : Smokey Lounger / Table
Reference : LOC-RM-008
Product Info
This item is sold as a table or a stool. It comes in a variety of concrete finishes.
The fabric is available in a variety of colors upon request
Request a quote for pricing
This item is by order
You can email us on info@renam.com

DIMENSIONS

W  80 cm
D 79 cm
H  45 cm
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PRODUCT INFO
It is important to understand that concrete is a porous material and need to be treated as such.
To make it aesthetically pleasing , each piece is hand -crafted . It is a collection about summer
vibes.
As it is used day by day, it will take a perfectly an imperfect look.
It is this aging and character that offers such a unique piece of concrete.
Concrete is a natural product and will behave like one.
Please remember to follow care instructions to extend the life of your gorgeous concrete 
furniture.
Care Instructions for outdoor use
Outdoor covers are a great way to protect your furniture. These covers are generally waterproof 
and UV-resistant. You can also cover your furniture with a plastic tarp or an old sheet. Any of these 
will at least keep dust and moisture off your furniture.
Care Instructions for indoor use
No chemicals to be used . Instead use a feather duster or a microfiber cloth to remove dust.
For the glass top, use soap and water.

Product Name : Tan Table
Reference : TOC-RM-0010
Product Info
This table comes in one size. The back-painted glass top comes in various colors
This item is by order. Request a quote for pricing .
You can email us on info@renam.com

DIMENSIONS

W 90 cm
D  74 cm
H  40 cm 
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PRODUCT INFO
It is important to understand that concrete is a porous material 
and need to be treated as such.
To make it aesthetically pleasing , each piece is hand -crafted . It 
is a collection about summer vibes.
As it is used day by day, it will take a perfectly an imperfect look.
It is this aging and character that offers such a unique piece of 
concrete.
Concrete is a natural product and will behave like one.
Please remember to follow care instructions to extend the life of 
your gorgeous concrete furniture.

Care Instructions
A thorough dusting keeps your colored concrete furniture clean.
No chemicals to be used . Instead use a feather duster or a 
microfiber cloth to remove dust.

Product Name : Whimsical Table
Reference : TIC-RM-0010
Product Info
This item is sold as a table 
Finishes : Colored Light-weight concrete
The back-painted glass top is available in different colors upon request
This item is by order
You can email us on info@renam.com

DIMENSIONS

DIA 38 cm
H 51 cm
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RENA M DESIGN LLC
Warehouse 33 – 22 15B St– Al Quoz
Industrial Area 4 – Dubai –UAE
T:  + 971 4 4918700
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